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The Twilio Cloud Communications Platform offers a highly scalable, highly secure API and 
application development platform designed to ensure the privacy and security of customer 
data. Ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability of customer’s systems and data is 
core to our engineering design principles and business practices. This document provides an 
overview of our security architecture and our approach to data confidentiality and retention 
policies.

THE TWILIO APPLICATION MODEL
Twilio’s approach to security covers three critical areas: physical security, operational security 
and system security. To understand Twilio security practices, let’s look at each of the 
components involved in a typical Twilio integration and deployment.

1. 
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Account Portal 
The portal provides access to users' 
account information, including usage 
and billing records as well as audio 
recordings and transcripts

Real-Time Communications 
Channel
Communications protocols that ensure 
the integrity of information exchanged 
between the Twilio API and customer 
applications

Storage
Data stores for customer information and 
transaction states retained by Twilio

Customer Applications
Telephony applications that run on-
premises or in the cloud and interface with 
the Twilio Cloud Communications Platform 
via the Twilio API

Voice and Messaging 
Infrastructure
Otherwise known as the Twilio Cloud 
Communications Platform or the “Twilio 
service”. Provides voice, VoIP and SMS 
capabilities

Network
Communications protocols that transport 
data between Twilio, customer applications 
and the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN) 



ACCOUNT PORTAL
Twilio’s account portal provides customers access to usage and billing records, including 
detailed call logs, text messages, audio recordings and transcripts. All access to the account 
portal is restricted to administrators of your Twilio account and accessible only via an SSL 
connection.

2. CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS
Designing an application that works with the Twilio API is no different from designing any other 
application. For web development, in particular, it is imperative to understand how web servers 
and browsers interact. Apps should be designed from the ground up with security in mind. We 
recommend following all standard practices for developing secure web apps, including:
• Secure authentication and session management.
• Proper input validation: Assume all input is malicious and constrain, reject and sanitize it.
• All relevant security patches should be applied to keep software up to date.

3. REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL
Twilio supports encryption on all bi-directional communications between customer applications 
and the Twilio service through a number of mechanisms: 
• HTTPS (SSL/TLS) is supported for all application URLs provided to Twilio to protect 

information transmitted to or from Twilio.
• HTTP Basic and Digest Authentication allows customers to password protect application 

URLs on a web server. It is highly recommended that customers use HTTP Basic or Digest 
authentication in conjunction with SSL.

• Twilio provides an X-Twilio-Signature HTTP headers for outbound requests from Twilio to a 
customer's application. This signature can be used to validate the authenticity of requests 
originating from the Twilio Cloud Platform to a Twilio customer's application.

4. VOICE AND MESSAGING INFRASTRUCTURE
(the "Twilio service")
Twilio utilizes a variety of providers of SSAE 16 and SOC 1 compliant scalable cloud computing 
infrastructure that specialize in high availability and dependability.

Physical security: Twilio's voice and communications infrastructure is housed in data 
centers that are secured by a professional security staff and a variety of physical 
controls at the perimeter and building ingress points.

Perimeter Defense: Twilio follows best practices for protecting the network perimeter 
including maintaining redundant DNS servers and a DoS (denial of service) prevention 
and mitigation program. Antivirus and host-based IDS (intrusion detection system) is 
used on all production servers.
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Internal Systems Security:  Twilio follows secure software development best practices, 
including formal design reviews, threat modeling and risk assessment.

Regular vulnerability scans and anomaly detection are performed on all major host, 
service and application-level functions. Strict isolation is enforced between 
development, staging and production environments. Critical services run in 
unprivileged chrooted environments for maximum defensive security. All access to the 
production cluster is logged and periodically audited, and the production cluster is 
accessible only to Twilio operational staff and engineers whose primary responsibility is 
the construction and maintenance of the Twilio API and services. All ingress traffic to 
production services is blocked by default, unless specifically required. Twilio’s voice 
and communications infrastructure is subject to penetration testing by an industry-
certified third party.

Incident Reporting and Response: Twilio maintains an incident-reporting policy that 
defines conditions under which security incidents will be responded to and reported, 
including levels of severity/risk for various types of vulnerabilities. The Security Incident 
Response Team monitors alerts from upstream vendors and is staffed 24/7. The team 
assesses the thread of all relevant vulnerabilities and establishes remediation actions 
and timelines for all events.

Redundancy and durability: Twilio's voice and messaging infrastructure is distributed 
across multiple fault-independent regions and data centers served by our providers. 
Each data center features independent power grids, as well as redundant power, HVAC 
and fire suppression systems. The centers use state of the art practices for fault 
tolerance at each level of the system infrastructure including Internet connectivity, 
power and cooling.

Twilio maintains redundant inbound and outbound connectivity with multiple network 
carriers and real-time systems to dynamically route each call or message via the carrier 
with the best connectivity at any point in time, responding automatically to carrier 
availability and reliability. Twilo’s software redundant infrastructure can also detect and 
route around issues experienced by hosts or even whole data centers in real time.
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5. STORAGE
All data generated by customers using the Twilio platform including application logs, SMS texts 
and call recordings are physically persisted in SSAE 16 compliant data stores.

File encryption: Audio recordings are automatically encrypted by default and are 
dynamically decrypted and streamed to the customer upon request. Audio recordings 
can be permanently purged from the Twilio system using the HTTP DELETE method 
documented in the Twilio REST API.

Information security: A rigorous information security model ensures that Twilio 
customers can only access data belonging to their accounts. The model is enforced 
throughout each user session and reapplied for each new session. Access to customer 
data is restricted to employees with a business need, such as debugging, 
maintenance, monitoring or backups. 

6. NETWORK
Twilio supports encryption at all ingress and egress points to the Twilio service. Strict security 
requirements are applied to all connections with external carriers and third-party providers.

Twilio adheres to industry standard practices for securing and maintaining call routers, media 
gateways and other voice infrastructure, including the use of secure authentication and IP 
authentication of all VoIP communications. This includes Layer 3/4 firewalling of all ingress and 
egress access to VoIP ports to only Twilio telecommunications providers, and isolating all VoIP 
traffic from other types of traffic, including web and HTTP API traffic.

Data Confidentiality and Retention 

During the course of operating the service, Twilio collects customer information that falls into 
the following classes: audio recordings, call logs, notification/debugging logs, SMS logs and 
transcription logs. Customer data is retained and remains available via our API for at least six 
months from the date such data was generated.

Twilio protects customer data by maintaining strict isolation between the production 
environment and the development environments. Security policies are applied to ensure 
access is restricted to employees with a legitimate business need and follows a system of 
tiered control.

Additionally, all data is transmitted in encrypted form through HTTPS. Other customer data, 
such as phone records, can be independently encrypted by the REST API, per customer and 
policy requirements.
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Twilio performs regular backups of Twilio account information, call records, call recordings and 
other critical data. All backups are encrypted in transit and at rest using strong industry 
encryption techniques.

For more information, please see the Twilio Terms of Service for information on retention polices 
and the Twilio Privacy Policy.

Copyright 2012 Twilio. 
All rights reserved. Patents Pending. 

Twilio, TwiML, and OpenVBX are trademarks of Twilio, Inc.
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